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Abstract—A growing number of projects are solving complex
computational and scientific tasks by soliciting human feedback
through games. Many games with a purpose focus on generating
textual tags for images. In contrast, we introduce a new game,
Odd Leaf Out, which provides players with an enjoyable and
educational game that serves the purpose of identifying
misclassification errors in a large database of labeled leaf images.
The game uses a novel mechanism to solicit useful information
from players’ incorrect answers. A study of 165 players showed
that game data can be used to identify mislabeled leaves much
more quickly than would have been possible using a computer
vision algorithm alone. Domain novices and experts were equally
good at identifying mislabeled images, although domain experts
enjoyed the game more. We discuss the successes and challenges
of this new game, which can be applied to other domains with
labeled image datasets.
Keywords-games with a purpose, computer vision, error
detection, leaf identification

I.

INTRODUCTION

A growing number of scientific projects use images that are
created and curated through crowdsourcing. Flickr users submit
images of rare species to the Encyclopedia of Life (EOL);
space enthusiasts classify Hubble images of galaxies at Galaxy
Zoo; and citizen scientists use mobile apps to submit species’
photos to online conservation projects such as Project Noah
and iNaturalist. Having volunteer enthusiasts collect and
classify images helps to tap into enormous reserves of potential
human power [1]. It also inevitably introduces classification
errors into the underlying datasets, a problem evident in even
expertly curated image datasets. Catching a handful of
misclassified images in a large corpus of data can be a tedious,
time-intensive, and costly process. Automated imageclassification algorithms can help catch some of the most
egregious errors, but fail to capture more subtle errors that
human expertise can uncover. Unfortunately, image
classification by humans introduces its own set of problems. In
this paper we propose a novel game, Odd Leaf Out, which
melds human expertise with computer vision algorithms to help
identify misclassified images.
Odd Leaf Out was inspired by other “games with a
purpose” (GWAP) [2] that make laborious tasks enjoyable by
recasting them as games. In this case, the laborious task is
identifying misclassified images. We have constructed an
initial dataset of leaf images tagged with their associated plant
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species, and intend to create a much larger leaf dataset using
experts and citizen scientists. The dataset will be used by
[blank for blind review], an open-access and mobile image leaf
recognition system used by lay-people for species discovery.
Assuring the accuracy of the dataset is essential to the project’s
success.
While the Odd Leaf Out game is specifically focused on
identifying leaf image classification errors, its novel game
design can be used to find errors in other image datasets used in
various scientific endeavors. For example, it could help find
errors in image corpora of other biological species (butterflies,
bacteria), astronomical phenomena (galaxies, stars), human
faces and emotions, and even abstract visual representation of
other scientific phenomena (protein structures).
The major contributions of this paper include the novel
game mechanics of Odd Leaf Out, an evaluation of its
enjoyability, and an assessment of its effectiveness for
identifying errors in a dataset. We begin by reviewing the
literature on games with a purpose and visual recognition
algorithms. Next, we explain the Odd Leaf Out game
mechanics and goals, followed by a description of our
evaluation methods and results. Finally, we discuss the
implications and future possibilities that our work inspires.
II.

PREVIOUS WORK

A. Computer Vision
The availability of Internet resources has fueled the rapid
accumulation of large datasets of labeled images for use in
computer vision. For example, the LabelMe [3] project
provides web-based tools for labeling objects and regions in
images, along with over 10,000 labeled images. Researchers
have used Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to acquire
over 10,000 labels that describe attributes of face images, such
as gender, ethnicity, or facial expression [4]. These are used to
build attribute detectors for a face search engine. As [5] note,
annotation errors are inevitable in large-scale annotation
projects. They suggest some strategies for dealing with these
problems, such as having MTurk workers annotate some
images with known, ground truth annotations, to assess the
accuracy of individual workers. However this does not
completely remove mislabeling due to random mistakes
(clicking on the wrong button by accident), lapses in
judgment, or uncertainty in difficult cases. They also suggest

obttaining redund
dant annotatio
ons, for exam
mple, produciing
annnotations based
d on the two out
o of three an
nnotators that are
a
most consistent, as a potentiaal solution. Ho
owever, this can
c
tripple the effort required for annotation. Games
G
that can
c
motivate volunteer efforts via intrinsic motiivations, such as
funn and gratificatiion, rather than
n extrinsic mottivations, such as
payyment, could enable
e
much larger datasets to be generatted
andd validated.
In its curren
nt implementattion, the Odd Leaf Out gam
me
impproves an imag
ge dataset of leeaves that is used
u
by compu
uter
visiion algorithmss to automaticaally identify a leaf’s associatted
plannt species. Mo
okhtarian and Abbasi
A
[6] were among the fiirst
to explore this domain,
d
apply
ying a general shape-matchiing
algorithm – an ap
pproach that co
ontinues to be used
u
today. Th
hey
worrked on th
he problem of classifyin
ng images of
chrrysanthemum leaves, focusiing on featurees based on the
t
currvature of the silhouette,
s
extrracted at multiiple scales. Mo
ore
recently, [7] and
d [8] have obttained high acccuracy in plaant
speecies identificcation by usiing general shape matchiing
algorithms. We make
m
use of thee algorithms an
nd labeled imag
ges
useed in the LeafS
Snap system forr tree species identification
i
[9],
which builds on the work of [10].
[
The algo
orithms we ado
opt
from
m the LeafSnap system compute
c
shap
pe similarity by
com
mparing a mu
ultiscale histog
gram of the curvature
c
of the
t
bouundary of the leeaf [11].

Dabbish suggesst that this cann be done by
play. vvon Ahn and D
keepingg score (speciifically, by haarshly penalizing incorrect
answerrs through a sccoring system tthat gives incrreasing points
to playyers when theey provide a sseries of correect answers),
showinng leaderboardds, introducingg elements of randomness,
advancing through inncreasingly diffficult stages, aand including
social eelements [19].. While these elements havee worked for
some ttypes of gamees, particularlyy those aimedd at labeling
images , there are maany other gam
me mechanics that may be
more aappropriate forr meeting othher computatioonal goals or
solicitinng play in diffe
ferent contexts. For example, most GWAP
are baseed on having aagreement betw
ween 2 synchroonous players.
Howevver, many indivvidual games ssuch as Solitaiire and Tetris
are exttremely popullar and engagging, suggestinng that other
modelss may be fruitffully explored. We describe some of the
unique game mechannics of Odd L
Leaf Out, suchh as being a
single pplayer game, inn the followingg section.

B. Games with a Purpose
y
have seen
n a proliferatio
on of games su
uch
The last ten years
as ESP [12] (th
he inspiration for Google Image Labeleer),
Peeekaboom [13], TagATune [1
14] and KissK
KissBan [15] th
hat
proovide an enjoy
yable platform for attracting human input to
colllectively solve computationall problems. von
n Ahn calls theese
onlline activities “games with a purpose
p
(GWA
AP)” [16].

Oddd Leaf Out playyers are presennted with a set of six images
in a sinngle round, as seen in Fig. 1. Their task iss to select the
image that does nott belong (i.e., is from a diifferent plant
speciess), which we caall the “Odd Leeaf”.

Many GWAP have the goal of labeling mu
ultimedia conteent
succh as images [12] [15], audio clips [14]], and videos to
impprove search retrieval [17
7]. Similarly, citizen scien
nce
proj
ojects like Galaxy Zoo recru
uit users to claassify images of
galaaxies into preeexisting types. Although it iss best understo
ood
as a volunteer microcontribu
ution site, Galaxy
G
Zoo has
h
intrroduced social networking features
fe
and co
ompetitive gam
melikee elements such
h as leaderboarrds to increase users’ enjoymeent
whiile labeling im
mages [18]. An
nother game, Peekaboom [1
13]
motivates particip
pants to tracee the outline of
o objects in an
imaage, in order to
o tag sections of the image and
a create imaage
corrpora useful for
f computer vision algorith
hms. The nov
vel
purrpose of the Od
dd Leaf Out gaame is finding misclassificatiion
erroors in an im
mage corpus, a goal that has widespreead
appplication, yet no existing games that dirrectly address it.
Additionally, Odd
d Leaf Out co
ould be used to
o combine inittial
com
mputer vision identifications with human
n input, thereeby
creaating the po
otential for a system th
hat allows for
f
crowdsourcing im
mage identificattion errors that are best detectted
by hhuman eyes.
Despite the ex
xcitement arou
und games with
h a purpose, th
hey
facee several challenges. Perhapss most importaantly, such gam
mes
willl fail if playerss can devise gam
me strategies th
hat improve th
heir
gam
me score wh
hile producing
g low quality
y data. Anoth
her
chaallenge is assurring the gamess are enjoyablee enough to eliicit

III.

ODD LEA
AF OUT

A. Gam
me Mechanics
Thee purpose of O
Odd Leaf Out iis to provide a platform for
non-expperts to identiffy potential errors in datasets consisting of
images . Though the game could bbe played witth any set of
classifieed images orr visualizationns, we will describe our
implem
mentation, whhich uses lleaf images and their
correspponding plant sppecies.

Oncce the user cliccks on an imagge they believee is the “Odd
Leaf,” the game indiicates if they aare correct (byy highlighting
the choosen image inn green) or inncorrect (by outlining the
chosen image in redd, with the coorrect image iin green), as
illustratted in Fig. 2. T
The player is prresented with thhe next set of
images after a two ssecond delay, during which the common
name oof the plant species is displaayed in Englishh. Game play
continuues until a certaain number of iincorrect answ
wers are made.
In our ccase, we give each player 3 Lives (i.e., miisses) that are
represeented as leaves in the upper-leeft-hand cornerr (Figs. 1 and

Figure 1. Odd Leaf Ouut game interface shhowing one set off 6 leaf images.
mage that is from a different speciess than the other
Playerss must select the im
fivee images (i.e., the Odd Leaf).

mistakes. We bbegin with imaages that have
learns ffrom people’s m
accomppanying metaddata that ideentifies them as being a
particullar image tyype (i.e., tree species). The initial
identifiications can bbe from citizeen scientists oor from bestmatchees recommendeed by a compputer vision alggorithm. The
game’ss potential lies in its ability too help efficienttly find cases
where tthe preliminaryy identificationns are likely to be incorrect.
As playyers make systeematic mistakees, they in turnn help identify
errors iin the data. Foor example, if tthere is a misidentified leaf
among the same-speccies leaves, playyers are likely to select it as
the Oddd Leaf more ooften than exppected. Alternaatively, if the
Odd Leeaf is erroneoously the samee species as thhe other five
leaves, players are nott likely to chooose it often.
Thee challenge off allowing a gaame to be inccorrect is that
playerss can get fruustrated whenn they are ppenalized for
encounntering an obvioous error. Therre are two prim
mary strategies
to limitt the potential frustration of pplayers. First, aallow players
to provvide input on m
mistakes or avvoid them whenn they occur.
For exaample, we introoduce a game vvariation that aallows players
to skip a difficult or erroneous set, which we disscuss in more
detail iin the followinng section. Seccond, game im
mages can be
introduuced in such a way that noot too many errors will be
encounntered during pplay. For exam
mple, sets that have already
been vaalidated can bee used more oftten if needed.

Figgure 2. Odd Leaff Out game after co
orrectly selecting th
he Odd Leaf (top set
s
oof images) and inccorrectly selecting the Odd Leaf (botttom set of images

2). Points are aw
warded when correct
c
answerss are made, with
w
incrreasing points for consecutiive correct ansswers, similar to
[199]. The object iss to gain as maany points as po
ossible.
A leaderboard of high scores is availaable to motivaate
playyers. In additio
on, players are able to revisit each round affter
the game ends to see which types of leaves th
hey misidentifieed.
Linnks to the Ency
yclopedia of Life
L species pag
ges for each trree
are provided to su
upport further self-directed
s
leaarning. Providiing
these educationall hooks is no
ot common in
n other GWA
AP,
althhough they arre important to
t motivating participation in
citizen science projects such as Galaxy Zoo [1
18]. Although the
t
gam
me is presented in English, the basic Odd
d Leaf Out gam
me
mecchanics are laanguage independent, makin
ng it possible to
creaate similar gam
mes for large in
nternational aud
diences.
The decision to
t make this a single-player
s
game
g
solves som
me
prooblems while raaising others. Single-player games
g
lose som
me
of the thrill of th
he dynamic in
nteraction that games like ESP
proovide, where players
p
enjoy guessing
g
whatt their partner is
thinnking. Howeveer, it avoids pro
oblems that ariise from the neeed
to match up pllayers in reall-time (or thee play-against-acom
mputer alternattive). It also avoids
a
collusio
on strategies th
hat
helpp players scoree highly, whilee producing unh
helpful data. The
T
succcess of single--player games like
l Minesweep
per and Solitaiire,
andd lately Angry Birds
B
and Fruitt Ninja, suggesst that they can be
higghly engaging despite
d
the lack
k of a social com
mponent.
Finally, Odd Leaf
L Out offerss a new technique for solicitiing
useeful data. Ratther than learrning from th
he agreement of
muultiple parties or
o from the acccurate classificcation of items, it

B. Gam
me Variations
Wee are interestedd in creating a game that is eenjoyable for
playerss and also eliciits the most useful user-generrated data, as
determiined by the effficiency with which players are able to
identifyy mislabeled leeaf images. In our case, usefuul data is tied
directlyy to a feedbback mechanissm that mayy cause user
frustrattion, as descriibed above. T
To curtail any potential ill
effects of the game’ss imperfect dattaset, we havee developed a
game vvariation that allows playerss to skip rounnds they find
particullar confusing oor difficult. Wee call this the S
Skip Variation
as desccribed below aand shown in F
Fig. 3. Thus, tthe two game
variatioons we will usee throughout thhis paper are:
1) SStandard Gam
me
Thee version of thee game describeed thus far.
2) SSkip Variation
In tthis version, a pplayer can pass, or skip a parrticular set of
leaf im
mages up to tw
wo times in thee course of thee game. This
option is presented too the user as a button at the bbottom of the
screen with some expplanatory text describing whhat it does, as
illustratted in Fig. 3. C
Clicking on the button movees the user on
to the next set of leaaf images withhout affecting the score or
reducinng the number of lives remaiining in the gam
me. Skipping
allows players to havve a “way out” if they notice an erroneous
set (e.gg., two “Odd L
Leaves” insteaad of one) or a particularly
difficullt set. It also prrovides useful iinformation, ass it is possible
that skiipped rounds w
will help flag seets with an errooneous leaf, a
situatioon that we test ffor later.
C. Creeating the Leaff Image Sets
Creeating the apprropriate leaf seets is essential to the game
since itt determines bboth the difficculty of the ggame and the
amountt of useful innformation gleaaned from plaay. To make
playingg the game moore enjoyable, we varied thee difficulty of
the leaff sets, so that players would fe
feel challenged but not

to geneerate leaf sets that have a raange of difficuulty such that
playerss can correctly ffind the Odd L
Leaf about 75%
% of the time.
IV.

Figu
ure 3. Odd Leaf Out – Skip Variatiion

frusstrated becausee they were con
nsistently unab
ble to identify the
t
imaage from a diffferent species (tthe Odd Leaf).
All leaves useed in the game come from an existing databaase
of labeled leavees generated by the LeaffSnap [9] teaam.
LeaafSnap is a haand-held devicee that uses computer vision to
assiist in plant sp
pecies identification. To usee this system,, a
perrson photograp
phs a leaf on a plain backgrround. Each leeaf
imaage is segmen
nted automaticcally. The leaaf shape is th
hen
com
mpared to a collection
c
of leaf
l
shapes frrom trees of the
t
Norrtheast US. Using
U
this appllication, the correct species is
idenntified as the most
m likely maatch approximaately 75% of the
t
tim
me, and is within the first five po
ossible match
hes
appproximately 95% of the time.
To create thee game’s imag
ge sets, one leeaf is chosen at
ranndom from the image dataset, which we refeer to as the inittial
leaff. Then, four additional
a
leaf images from the
t same species
are chosen, one of
o which is thee most dissimillar leaf from the
t
inittial leaf (as deetermined by its pairwise distance
d
from the
t
inittial leaf). The sixth
s
leaf is thee Odd Leaf beccause it is alwaays
choosen from a different
d
speciees. However, it has a varyiing
algoorithmic similaarity to the initial leaf imag
ge. To generatee a
“diffficult” set, an
n Odd Leaf im
mage that has a small distan
nce
from
m the initial leeaf, or that mo
ore closely resembles the oth
her
speecies, is chosen
n. Similarly, to generate an “eeasy” set an Odd
O
Leaaf is selected th
hat has a large distance
d
from the
t initial leaf.
D. Game Develop
pment Processs & Pretesting
Prototype verssions of the Od
dd Leaf Out weere developed and
a
testted by the research
r
team
m, immediate colleagues, and
a
pottential users (casual gamers and
a a plant sciences professo
or)
in an iterative manner.
m
Severaal user interfacce improvemen
nts
werre made based on feedback. Two
T major chaanges were maade
to tthe game itselff based on earrly feedback. First,
F
we chang
ged
the game from a timed game (1 minute of plaay) to an untim
med
gam
me based on 3 “lives”. The untimed versiion led to high
her
acccuracy levels siince players were not rushed. It also remov
ved
the ability to “gam
me the system”” by selecting a random answ
wer
extrremely rapidly
y. Second, we initially
i
started
d by choosing the
t
harrdest possible Odd Leaf (i.ee., minimum pairwise
p
distan
nce
betw
ween the Odd Leaf and the initial
i
leaf), wh
hich proved to be
too hard and fru
ustrating to plaayers. We red
duced the overrall
diffficulty by using
g the procedurre described in the prior sectiion

METH
HODS

A. Play
ayer Recruitmennt and Setup
To evaluate the “O
Odd Leaf Out” game, we madde it available
online ((at [blank for rreview]) to a coonvenient sampple of players
we recrruited via emaail lists, Twitteer, Facebook, and personal
contactts. We targetedd anyone whoo wanted to pllay including
friends,, family, studeents, alumni, and other reseearchers. We
also m
made a speciaal effort to reecruit a largee number of
experieenced botanistts, plant scieentists, and eecologists by
dissemiinating the linnk through conntacts in a uniiversity plant
sciencees department,, master garddeners groups,, and Flickr
groups dedicated too biodiversityy projects. P
Players were
presentted with the bbasic instructioons of the gam
me and were
required to registerr before playying. Registrattion entailed
providiing an emaiil address, ppassword, useername, and
answerring a questionn about age and general eexperience in
identifyying leaves (“H
How many treee species can yoou identify in
the wildd?”).
Upoon registration players were rrandomly assiggned to one of
2 differrent game verrsions described earlier: Stanndard or Skip
Variatioon. Requiringg registration aallowed us too assure that
playerss would play the same verrsion of the ggame if they
returned at a later time.
Afteer completing their first gam
me, players w
were asked to
rate thee difficulty annd the enjoyability of the gaame on a 1-5
point L
Likert scale wiith 5 being thhe highest. They were also
asked to provide anny recommenddations for im
mproving the
game. P
Players could pplay as many times as they wanted to by
clickingg on a “Playy Again” buttton. Upon coompletion of
subsequuent games, pplayers were innstead taken tto the typical
recap screen that shows each round they played and
informaation about thee leaves and corrrect answers.
All gameplay infoormation and suurvey results w
were stored in
a databbase for later aanalysis. Emaiil addresses annd usernames
were annonymized to pprotect the privvacy of players..
B. Creeating Images aand Image Setss with Errors
A ttotal of 120 im
mage sets weree generated andd used in the
games. All players w
were served theese image sets in a random
order too remove any learning effectss.
Ourr primary goal was to determ
mine if game ressults could be
used too identify labelling errors morre effectively tthan standard
methodds. To test thiss, we includedd 12 leaf sets tthat each had
one miislabeled leaf (10% of the iimage sets). A
As a baseline
error-deetection methood, for each leaf we computee the average
distance to all other lleaves of the same species. W
We call this a
leaf’s m
mean species ddistance. Whenn the mean speecies distance
is largee, it indicates a leaf that iis an outlier, and possibly
mislabeeled. In a real--world effort too find mislabeeled leaves, it
would bbe natural to begin by examinning these outlliers. Because
errors among outlierrs can be easily detected, w
we focus on
determiining whetherr Odd Leaf O
Out can be ussed to detect
erroneoously labeled leaves with a rrelatively low m
mean species
distance.

We generated labeling errors by randomly selecting 24 leaf
images from our original dataset of 1009 leaf images, and
changing their original species affiliation to a random one. Of
these, we note half of these initial labeling errors would have
been easily identified using our existing algorithm. Therefore,
we did not incorporate these errors, leaving 12 mislabeled
leaves. We then generated image sets for Odd Leaf Out, as
described above. We continued to generate image sets until we
obtained 108 image sets that contained no labeling errors, and
twelve image sets that each contained a labeling error, with
each erroneously labeled leaf appearing in one of these image
sets.

In these sets, both the Odd Leaf and a mislabeled leaf come
from different species than the other four leaves. In this case,
we expect that game players will frequently select the
mislabeled leaf as the Odd Leaf during gameplay. This will
appear to our system as an incorrect answer. Therefore, when
game players make a mistake, the leaves that they “incorrectly”
choose are the ones most likely to be mislabeled.

C. Prevalence of Error Types in Odd Leaf Out Game
Given some number of mislabeled leaves in a dataset, it is
worth considering how often they may show up in different
image sets presented in Odd Leaf Out. Each image set may
contain the following:

2) No Odd Leaf Error Set Identification Procedure
In these sets all leaves are from the same species. We
expect players to find these image sets particularly difficult
since there is no real Odd Leaf. In this case, the specific leaf
chosen when a player makes a mistake is not significant,
because the mislabeled leaf is always the Odd Leaf. So we
order the Odd Leaves by the number of times they appear in an
image set that produces an erroneous choice by the game
player and start reviewing those that show up the most often.

1) No mislabeled leaves.
2) Six leaves of the same species, which occurs when a
mislabeled Odd Leaf comes from the same species as the
initial leaf. We call this a “No Odd Leaf Error Set.”
3) Two leaves from species that differs from the initial
leaf: the Odd Leaf and a mislabeled leaf. We call this a “Two
Odd Leaf Error Set.”
4) A labeling error, but still with five leaves from the same
species, because the Odd Leaf is mislabeled as something
different than the other five. These image sets cannot be used
to detect labeling errors.
5) Two or more mislabeled leaves.
In generating a large number of image sets, we found that
image sets with no labeling errors, and Two Odd Leaf Error
Sets are by far the most common. With only about 1% of
leaves mislabeled, most image sets (about 76%) contain no
mislabeled leaves. Two Odd Leaf Error Sets occur in about
20% of all image sets generated by our procedure. These may
occur when any of five leaves are mislabeled. In particular, we
generate image sets by adding the farthest leaf from the seed
that is believed to be of the same species. It often happens that
these are actually mislabeled leaves. This makes the Two Odd
Leaf Error Sets relatively common compared to the prevalence
of actual leaves with an error (e.g., 20% of sets compared to the
1% of images with errors). Together, these two types of image
sets account for more than 95% of image sets, so our focus is
on using these to find labeling errors.
We are also interested to determine whether we can detect
mislabeled leaves in the No Odd Leaf Error Sets. For our test
set, we generated 8 Two Odd Leaf Error Sets, and 4 No Odd
Leaf Error Sets, with the remaining 108 images sets not
containing any mislabeled leaves.
D. Detecting Errors
We use two different techniques to identify the mislabeled
leaves, depending on the type of error set we are dealing with
as described below.
1) Two Odd Leaf Error Set Identification Procedure

To identify potentially mislabeled images, we determine the
number of times that a player has selected a non-Odd Leaf as
an Odd Leaf. We sort all leaves based on this number and start
reviewing those that were incorrectly chosen the most often.

V.

RESULTS

In this section, we report two major categories of findings
from our analysis of Odd Leaf Out game play: the enjoyability
of the game and its ability to help detect mislabeled images.
We find that analyzing game results allows us to identify
mislabeled images more quickly than can be achieved by using
algorithm-created measurements of similarity. We also find
that the users reported moderate levels of enjoyment, averaging
slightly above 3 on a 1-5 scale, with greater enjoyment by those
with more knowledge of leaf identification.
A. Player Experience
A total of 165 individuals played the two game versions
during a 3-day period in early June 2011. Table 1 presents
overall findings on number of games played, number of rounds
played (i.e., number of image sets each player responded to
during their games), and player accuracy for the two game
versions. Skipped rounds in the Skip Variation are not counted
in these numbers. The higher % Correct in the Skip Variation is
likely due to the fact that difficult sets can be skipped leaving
more easy sets.
TABLE I.

SUMMARY GAME STATISTICS
Game Version

Player Statistics
Standard Game

Skip Variation

Players

82

83

Games (Rounds) Played

157 (1,990)

158 (2,345)

% Correct Answer Given

76.1%

80.7%

Avg Games (Rounds) Played

1.9 (24.3)

1.9 (26.3)

Median Games (Rounds) Played

1 (17)

1 (22)

Min Games (Rounds) Played

1 (4)

1 (3)

Max Games (Rounds) Played

10 (162)

10 (157)

Table II provides a summary of the number of players and
rounds completed based on players’ self-reported ability to
identify leaf species. The numbers show that we were able to
recruit people of varying levels of domain expertise.
TABLE II.

NUMBER OF PLAYERS AND IMAGE SETS (ROUNDS) PLAYED
BY SELF-REPORTED EXPERTISE
Game Rounds Played

Expertise Level

Rounds
Played

Players

Avg Rounds
per Player

Next we consider how efficiently we can identify
mislabeled leaves in No Odd Leaf Error Sets. Table IV
summarizes the findings. Again we see that the game data is
helpful in improving the error identification.
TABLE IV.

THE NUMBER OF LABELING ERRORS DETECTED IN NO ODD
LEAF ERROR SETS USING THREE METHODS.
Percent of Leaves Examined

Errors Detected by
Mechanism

1%

2%

3%

5%

10%

50%

Can Identify 0 Leaves

22

717

33.6

Game playing

0

1

2

2

2

4

Can… 1-5 Leaves

90

1,931

21.5

Mean species distance

0

0

0

2

2

4

Can…6-10 Leaves

29

893

30.8

Random

0.04

0.08

0.12

0.20

0.40

2

Can…More than 10 Leaves

24

794

33.1

165

4,335

26.3

Grand Total

B. Game’s Performance in Error Detection
To assess the effectiveness of the game data in helping
identify mislabeled leaves, we compare it with two other
methods. For each method we consider how many of the errors
we can detect if we look at only a certain fraction of the images
(e.g., 1%, 5%, 10%, and 50%). The three methods include:
1) Game playing – Images are sorted based on the
methods described in Section IV.D. on Detecting Errors.
2) Mean species distance – Images are sorted from
hightest to lowest mean species distance, so that leaves that
are on average algorithmically “farther” from the other
images in the same species are evaluated first.
3) Random – Images are sorted in a random order to find
the errors. If we examine 1% of these leaves randomly, we
expect to find 1% of the labeling errors. We report the
expected errors detected rather than actual errors detected.
First, we consider how efficiently we can identify
mislabeled leaves in Two Odd Leaf Error Sets. Table III
summarizes the number of leaves that we would need to
examine to find mislabeled leaves using each of the methods
outlined above. Note that there are 600 (5x120) total leaves we
will consider for possible labeling errors, since we do not
consider the Odd Leaves in this type of error set.
TABLE III.

THE NUMBER OF LABELING ERRORS DETECTED IN TWO ODD
LEAF ERROR SETS USING THREE METHODS.

In a real application, we will not know which image sets
contain labeling errors, and what types of errors they contain.
Our results suggest that the most fruitful way of finding errors
will be to examine leaves that are incorrectly chosen as the Odd
Leaf (since they may be from Two Odd Leaf Error Sets). We
might also choose to examine the Odd Leaf in image sets that
produce a large number of errors by players (since they may be
from No Odd Leaf Error Sets).
We have also examined image sets that were frequently
skipped by players in the Skip Variation. We anticipated that
players may skip either Two Odd Leaf Error Sets (since they
wouldn’t know which of the 2 leaves to choose) or No Odd
Leaf Error Sets (since they would be very difficult). However,
these skips provided less useful information about labeling
errors than we had hoped. There were 11 image sets that
players skipped 3 times or more. One image set was skipped
seven times. This did indeed contain a labeling error in the Odd
Leaf (i.e., it was a No Odd Leaf Error Set). However, the other
10 image sets that were skipped between 3 and 6 times did not
contain any labeling errors.
We also wanted to know if we could identify errors better
using game data from domain experts or novices. We did not
find that the results of experts with a knowledge of more trees
leads us to more rapidly detect labeling errors than when we
use the results of players with knowledge of fewer trees. This
may be because the accuracy rates between the two groups are
not all that different, as shown in Table V. This is encouraging,
because it suggests that we do not need expert input, which is
comparatively more costly, to detect labeling errors.
TABLE V.

PLAYER PERFORMANCE BY GAME TYPE AND EXPERTISE

Percent of Leaves Examined

Errors Detected by
Mechanism

1%

5%

10%

50%

Game playing

4

5

6

8

Mean species distance

0

0

4

8

Random

0.08

0.4

0.8

4

Using game playing results, the first 4 leaves examined
contained labeling errors. Thus, the game data allowed us to
find half the labeling errors immediately. Using the mean
species distance, none of the labeling errors turn up until we
examine 10% of the leaves.

Percentage of Correct Answers
Expertise Level
Standard Game

Skip Game
Variation

0

78.24%

75.65%

1-5

75.51%

77.84%

6-10

76.73%

82.52%

More than 10

72.54%

82.52%

Although Odd Leaf Out data can help efficiently identify
mislabeled images, it only works because there are multiple
people playing each round (i.e. image set). Table VI shows the

expected number of errors identified in the 8 Two Odd Leaf
Out Error Sets based on the number of times a given round is
played. For example, in the first row, each round is played by
five players. The fifth row shows the results with all rounds
used; each image set was played a median of 37 times (min =
27 times; max = 50 times). In the first 4 rows, we randomly
selected the specified subset of times each round was played
(i.e., 5 times for row 1) from among our game data, and show
the average over 100 random draws.
TABLE VI.
THE NUMBER OF LABELLING ERRORS DETECTED IN TWO
ODD LEAF ERROR SETS AS A FUNCTION OF TIMES EACH SET WAS PLAYED
Percent of Leaves Examined

more leaves to those that were able to identify fewer species.
While there was an option for being able to identify more than
10 leaf species, we did not base expertise at that level, as there
were too few players in that category to statistically evaluate.
TABLE VIII.

PLAYER’S ENJOYMENT BY EXPERTISE
Number of Species Player can ID

Player Statistics

Less than 6

6 or More

Total Players

112

53

Respondents to Question

72 (64%)

35 (66%)

Average Enjoyment Score

3

3.46

Errors Detected
1%

2%

3%

5%

10%

50%

Set Played 5 times

2.7

4

4.2

4.7

5.6

8

Set Played 10 times

3.5

4

4.3

4.9

5.7

8

Set Played 15 times

3.6

4

4.2

4.9

5.9

8

Set Played 20 times

3.8

4

4.1

4.9

5.9

8

Set Played all times

4

4

4

5

6

8

The results suggest that even when each leaf set is played only
5-10 times, half of the misclassified leaves are found in the top
2% of images. Although error detection improves continually,
the benefits are diminishing. A similar pattern occurs for
identifying errors from the No Odd Leaf Out Error sets.
C. Player Reported Game Enjoyment
A total of 165 unique individuals played the Odd Leaf Out
game during our 3 day trial. Of these 165 players, 107 (65%)
answered the short questionnaire presented after they played
one full game. We examined the data to see if there was any
relationship between reported enjoyment and game difficulty,
but found there was none. This suggests that people’s
enjoyment was not due to the fact that they found the game too
easy or too hard.
We also looked to see if players enjoyed one of the game
variations more than the other. Table VII shows the percentage
of players that answered the questions and the average
enjoyment score in the Standard Game and Skip Variation. We
conducted a Mann-Whitney U Test and found that there was no
statistically significant difference between the average scores
reported (p=0.76), indicating that neither of the two game
variations was particularly more enjoyable than the other.
TABLE VII.

PLAYER’S ENJOYMENT BY GAME VERSION
Game Variation

Player Statistics
Standard

Skip

Total Players

82

83

Respondents to Question

52 (63%)

55 (66%)

Average Enjoyment Score

3.19

3.11

We were also interested in the relationship between game
enjoyment and domain expertise, as measure by the tree
identification question asked at registration. To measure this,
we compared players who reported being able to identify six or

We found that players who reported being able to identify
less than 6 leaf species had a mean enjoyment score of 3.00,
while those able to identify six or more exhibited a mean
enjoyment score of 3.46. The Mann-Whitney U Test found this
difference to be significant at the .05 level (p=0.04). Table VIII
presents a summary of these findings.
Upon completion of the first game, players had the
opportunity to provide any written comments about how to
improve the game. As discussed above, 65% of all players
(107) provided a response to at least one of the questions in the
short questionnaire at the end of the game. Of those, 107
individuals, 47 (44% percent) submitted a comment about how
the game could be improved. The most commonly repeated
response reflected the sentiment of one player who stated: “the
images are not good quality…if they looked more professional,
it would be more appealing.” This suggests the need to explain
why low-quality images from mobile phones are used in the
game, something that we did not do in this version.
Several players indicated that they would like more
feedback about the leaves, either by giving a “description of the
odd leaf out” or text giving some expert knowledge of the
difference between the leaves. This emphasizes the interest in
educational aspects of the game. One player indicated they
believed they encountered an error by telling us we should
review them again with statements like “check that last
Sassafras, will ya?” Two individuals, both leaf identification
experts, went out of their way to contact team members to also
express their opinion that there were errors in the dataset not
realizing that we had planted them there. They both correctly
identified errors. This suggests that having another mechanism
for experts to flag errors as they play (even independent of
gameplay) may solicit useful information about errors.
Finally, we received more indications of people liking the
game than reports of finding it to be unenjoyable. However, the
comments did range from “This is not a game. It is not fun” to
“It’s great! I love this game!”.
VI.

DISCUSSION

We have created a new game genre for detecting mislabeled
images, which we call Odd Leaf Out because of our
implementation of the game using leaf images. The game is
unique because it uses people’s mistakes (rather than their
mutual agreement) to help solve a challenging computational
problem. Furthermore, the substance of what gameplay
contributes is different, as it focuses on identifying mislabeled

images rather than adding metadata to images. Our use of
gameplay data from novices and experts enabled us to find
mislabeled images far more efficiently than procedures that
only use computer vision algorithms. The game was also found
to be moderately enjoyable, particularly by those with some
expertise in leaf identification.
Though successful, Odd Leaf Out and our study suffer from
some limitations. As discussed earlier, about ten players must
play each image set to derive most of the benefits. This is far
less efficient than games that only require two players.
However, because data from novices and experts are equally
good at finding errors, the potential player pool is large. One
limitation of our study was that it is based on data from a threeday study, which fails to capture long-term trends. Future
studies should consider learning effects of players, willingness
of players to play repeatedly, and motivators for long-time
players. We anticipate offering Odd Leaf Out on an ongoing
basis to enable such studies, but feel that our short-term study
provided sufficiently strong evidence for the value of the game.
Comments from Odd Leaf Out players suggest the
importance of education as a motivator, something not yet well
explored in other games with a purpose. Several players
wanted more feedback when they missed a round, wanted to
see more text about the leaves, and wanted tips from experts
about how to identify leaves. The close coupling with a citizen
science project suggests the need to bolster these educational
elements as a motivation for play that complements the
traditional “fun” motivation. Future game iterations could
introduce bonus rounds where players can identify a species
based on a leaf image and/or images of its other properties (i.e.,
fruit, bark) or “unlock” expert advice on leaf identification.
Making the game more fun by adding new social elements
is also promising. For example, players could “challenge” each
other to a live or asynchronous match where they receive the
same image sets. Alternatively, players could devise their own
image sets from the database of labeled images that others
would play, receiving points for the number of misses. This
adds an element of strategy and also another source of
potentially useful data in identifying errors.
Perhaps the most natural next step is to try the game with
other image datasets such as human faces, galaxies, or
butterflies. Would errors be more easily detected? Would other
domains be more “fun”? Our finding that experts enjoyed the
game more suggests that some subject-matter, such as human
faces, may be more enjoyable to a broader swath of people
because of humans’ innate expertise at recognizing faces.
Finally, we may consider ways to better generate and
present the image sets to players so as to more efficiently
identify mislabeled images. For example, we described how
Two Odd Leaf Out Error sets were common due to our method
for generating leaf sets, which helps assure that errors are
detected more readily. However, not all of the 12 errors were
detected easily. In particular, the image set that was hardest to
detect was a Two Odd Leaf Error set where the Odd Leaf was a
pine and the other 5 leaves, one of which was mislabeled, were
not pines. The mislabeled leaf may have been detected as
different had the actual Odd Leaf not been so easy to find.
Making image sets progressively challenging to those who are

doing well would minimize this problem without making the
game too hard to be enjoyable. Alternatively, algorithms could
be derived that would dynamically create image sets based on
the likelihood of identifying errors given prior gameplay results
and image similarity metrics.
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